
Fact box 
 
Company name:  

Taylor Woodrow 

 

Project name:  

Victoria Dock Portal 

 

Location:  

Newham 

 

Biodiversity enhancement: 

 Hanging baskets 

 Flower planters 

 

Size:  

N/A 

 

Cost: 

Cost of resources (site carpenter) 

to create the picnic benches and 

planter boxes 

 

Tips: 

N/A  

 

Year completed: 

2014 

VICTORIA DOCK PORTAL, TAYLOR WOODROW 

A portal is being constructed at Royal Victoria as part of the overall Crossrail 

scheme, to allow the new Crossrail trains to come overground and onto the 

east-end of London. Main work activities have included piling and major 

excavation works.  

 

 Due to the very small footprint of the actual construction site (north of the 

adjacent DLR tracks), the workforce have to come back to the south of 

the site (south of the DLR tracks) to the welfare, canteen and main site 

offices during lunch and tea breaks. In order to enhance the welfare area, 

a ‘Biodiversity’ area was created to make a more comfortable outdoors 

seating area;  

 Waste wood from construction activities have previously been sent off site 

to the National Wood Recycling Project in St. Albans; however the site 

decided to make use of some of the waste timber and create a seating 

area with flower planter box borders;  

 Surplus concrete (with a recycled aggregate element) was used to create 

a hard-standing for the new outside welfare area;  

 Redundant hard hats that were no longer ‘safe to use’ were collected 

from the C340 Victoria Dock Project and a neighbouring Crossrail site to 

create hanging baskets, which would spruce up the welfare area with a bit 

of colour! 

 Waste timber and broken metal fencing used to create the stands for the 

handing baskets;  

 Due to the increased plants and flowers in the area, the ‘Big Butterfly 

Count’ was carried out to identify butterflies in the area;  

 A water butt was installed to collect water to water the plants.  
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